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Autumn & Halloween 
by Sean Pierson

     It’s time to carve pumpkins, drink hot cider, collect pretty 
leaves, break out our jackets, and get dressed up in our 
costumes and go trick-or-treating!   Many people celebrate 
Halloween, but some don't.  We can all celebrate the season of 
falling leaves and bright fall colors. Autumn is a time for cooler 
days and hotter beverages and excitement in the air. Halloween 
is a time when we decorate our houses with ghosts and other 
spooky things.  Some people like to dress up as heroes, story 
characters, and scary things.  Many people carve pumpkins and 
we call them jack-o lanterns. This is my favorite time of year. This 
is my favorite holiday. I hope you will enjoy it as much as I do. 1
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Day of the Dead 
by Kate Avina

     Day of the Dead is a fun, colorful, and spirited day.  Mexicans are very fond of this 
holiday, just like me. But it's not just for Mexicans. It’s everyone.  We start to celebrate 
this holiday October 31. Then, sadly, it ends on November 2.  In my house we 
celebrate it and we remember the things we did when our ancestors were still here.  
We love this tradition because it's like Thanksgiving and Memorial Day combined. 
We give thanks for what is here and what was there when they were here.  In fact 
now we are going into the fun stuff about this holiday.

To start most people love this holiday because it is so bright and colorful.  We 
paint our face, have parties, and have traditional foods with our family.  You can 
also spend time celebrating with people at school and in life. Also somehow you 
have to take time and make time for family.  Big parties, big foods, and Halloween 
goes with it too.  Most of the time we forget how much fun we have and get carried 
away.  We go all out in our Mexican tradition and have a party with the whole town. 
Now for what we do for this tradition

In Mexico it is great parties with everyone in the town - fireworks, fiestas,and 
FUN!  We call bands for the whole town and have fun.  There are booths and games. 
You can paint, pop balloons, and go to stores for shopping.  It is great and they 
have a ferris wheel, bounce house, and rides.  Most people have different views and 
traditions. You should try asking about what they do.  Thank you for reading about 
my tradition.Have a great Halloween and Day of the Dead.

Original artwork by Colts 
Chronicle staff artists.



     There was a Blackout of 2018. It was a 
planned power outage by PG&E. They 
turned off the power because of high-wind 
and fire conditions. It was very scary for me.  
I thought the lights would never come back 
on.  When they did come back on I did not 
know how long they would be on.  But we 
did get a heads up about when the lights 
would come back on and go off again.  
They do this because you need to be 
prepared. You should have a flashlight, 
food, and water.  The good thing about 
having no power was that there was no 
school that day. While there was no school 
we did not have to worry about getting 
ready in the morning. So there was an 
upside!

Blackout of 2018
by Emmy Eddings
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Dental Screening
by Jack Etheridge and Angel Pacheco

The dental screening was about 
checking our teeth and judging if students 
are brushing their teeth and flossing. They 
give the teachers a piece of paper to take 
home. It determines if they need to go to 
the dentist. Every grade has to do it but 
some people have their parents give the 
paper back to the teachers saying they 
don’t have to do it if the parents don’t want 
to have their kids to have the Dental 
Screening. That happens sometimes when 
someone has already visited the dentist. 
Either way, everybody should get their teeth 
checked. 

       Sumdog Lake County
by Raelyn Stanton

Ms. Huggins’ Second Grade Pickles won the October Sumdog Lake County Math 
competition. October Friday the 5th at 8am at Minnie Cannon began to compete in the 
Lake County Sumdog math competition. How the Sumdog competition works is the 
teacher enters her class and then everyone plays Sumdog and does math. Sumdog 
counts all of the points, and the class with the most points from Sumdog gets 6 months 
mathematics subscription for free.The Sumdog competition ended at 8pm on the 
following Thursday. In March and February we will have more Lake County Sumdog 
competitions. Phoebe Jessen, a former Sumdog top leader, thinks third grade should 
have won, but this year second grade won. Everyone in second grade were all very 
happy that they won. Congratulations, second grade!. 



   In the year 2018, Mrs.Eason, our reading 
teacher, retired and moved to Silver City, 
New Mexico.  Many  people miss her 
because she was the teacher to many 
students at the Minnie Cannon school.  
She taught classes from 1st grade all the 
way to 5th grade.  Many people wonder 
why she moved to New Mexico.  She 
moved to New Mexico because she 
found a small town with a good climate.  
Mrs. Eason does not have a job right now, 
but she is taking many classes including 
piano lessons. She likes her new home 
because there are many interesting 
people.  Mrs. Eason says she misses 
Middletown a lot especially working with 
the kids from Minne Cannon and taking 
classes from the Middletown Art Center.  
We are glad Ms.Eason is doing so well 
and we hope to keep in touch.

Mrs. Eason
by Phoebe Jessen
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Mrs. Eason and Mr. Eason at a retirement 
party on Cobb Mountain earlier this year.

Revisiting the Valley 
Fire

by Kayden Menzio and Jose Martinez

We wanted to revisit the Valley Fire 
in light of the power outages and newer 
fires since that day. Lake County’s 
Valley Fire fire scared everyone and 
burned lots of properties. it was so 
scary that the Hidden valley, Cobb, and 
Middletown communities evacuated.  
We asked many people on campus 
about the Valley Fire and how they felt. 
DeAngelo Yee said,”I was very scared 
and the fire burned my backyard.” 
DeAngelo said all he did was play video 
games while the Valley Fire started. 
Josh Watson said,”I felt sad and very 
horrified from the fire.” The Valley Fire 
burned about 76,000 acres and it 
burned around 2,000 structures. The 
Valley Fire was really scary and big. It 
was hard for the firefighters to contain 
the whole fire. It was hard for the 
community and the animals too. It was 
a tough time.

Picture of #middletownstrong shirt from 
ABC7 news.



Original Works
by Sydney Ryon  

Original Works is a fundraiser for 
kids’ art work. You are given a thick 
piece of art paper. You put your final 
draft onto it then you give it to your 
mom or dad or guardian and they 
can pick out something like a mug, 
magnet, or notepad with your art on 
it. You return the packet and in a 
month or so, you receive it with your 
artwork printed on it. There are many 
choices in the packet, so choose 
wisely. They come around Christmas. 
Your artwork helps fund school- 
related activities. I think it is cool to 
think about your artwork helping 
provide for the school. 

Harvest of the Month
by Cambria Salmina and Alyssa Judson

 
This month Casey Gallagher and 

Matthew Lee from Harvest of the Month 
brought pears. Pears are a really 
important food here in Lake County. We 
even have a Pear Festival. The thing that 
we taste-tested was a pear salsa. We had 
the pear salsa with chips. It was really 
good. It had a really fresh and sweet taste 
to it. The ingredients were cilantro, pears, 
lime juice, onion, and mint. The people 
who served all of us was Casey and 
Matthew. They are some super nice men 
with good food and some fun videos too. 
Harvest of the Month is a unique program. 
It is awesome that we get to have it!  
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What do you get when you cross a 
vampire and a snowman? Frostbite.

What does a skeleton order at a 
restaurant? Spare ribs.
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MUSD Board Elections
by Crystal Montanez-Rodriguez

 
There are four candidates running for three seats on the Middletown Unified School District 

board with elections coming up on Tuesday, November 6. This is the board that oversees and 
supports our schools. I have been interviewing the candidates and current board members too. 
This is the first in a series of articles on the subject.

   First I interviewed LaTrease Walker. I asked her about the board and the important 
characteristics of board members. She answered,”The board’s responsibilities are to provide the 
best education and learning environments for our students. The board should have a close 
relationship with the community and staff based on trust and communication.’’ 

     I asked the same question for the second candidate, Christiana Braden. She told us a 
wonderful explanation,”I feel the most important attribute is caring. I would follow that with the 
ability to work well with others, being respectful. I also feel as a board member it is important to 
seek out all of the information and knowing that the right decision is not always the popular 
decision so you will also need to have a strong and independent mindset. It is also important to 
think outside of the box and look for creative and new ways to do things.” 

     Larry Allen explained to us why he had decided to be on the school board, ”I was a teacher in 
the Middletown schools for 32 years until I retired three years ago. I coached wrestling at 
Middletown High School for 8 years and was a member of Coach Foltmer’s football coaching 
staff for two years. My wife taught kindergarten at Coyote Valley and also retired three years 
ago. Our daughter and our son went to Middletown schools from kindergarten to graduation. I 
feel I owe the district back for the opportunities we received over our careers. And I think an 
experienced educator can bring working knowledge about what works in schools and how to 
make it work.” 

  I also interviewed Mrs. Sandy Tucker. She is a current board member. She came and toured our 
newspaper staff and gave us her opinion on the question about the board. She said the 
responsibilities of the board are,”To be prepared, to be knowledgeable, and to make hard 
decisions.” She also said,”It’s busy and takes a lot of responsibility but, it’s rewarding.” 

    That was all of the interviews for now, but there may be more to come. The MUSD board is 
important to our school, so think about who you are going to vote for and we’ll see who gets to 
be on the board. I will continue reporting, so look for more in the Colts Chronicle from Crystal 
Montanez-Rodriguez.

Larry Allen, Christina 
Braden, Thad Owens, and 
LaTrease Walker are 
running for MUSD Board 
seats.
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Student Elections
by Lalia Brown

 

Student elections were great.  All 
speeches were wonderful and we 
enjoyed the assembly. This year's 
candidates for Athlete Commissioner 1st 
grade to 3rd grade were Abby Herrin, 
Braelynn Munk, Diego Pimentel, Ginger 
Fernandez, Jett Berry, Lincoln Gotz, Owen 
Hawkins, Phoebe Jessen, Raelyn Stanton, 
and Sue Green. They were all amazing, 
but you were only allowed to pick two. 
Next up for speeches were again Athlete 
Commissioner but for 4th through 6th 
grade. They were DeAngelo Yee, Jack 
Etheridge, Joey Watson, Logan Urbina, 
Nayeli Negrete, Trenton Griffith, Troy 
Claybon, and lastly Valery Roldan. You 
could only pick two of these wonderful 
people. Another category was Treasurer. 
The people who ran are Emma Smith, 
Essie Guerrero, Jon Hawkins, and Sean 
Pierson. You were only allowed to pick 
one. After that was the category of 
Secretary for which you could only pick 
one person. These candidates were 
Ciara Francis and Sylvia Reyes. 

Second to last was Vice President 
and the runners were Ameia Walker 
and Diana Montes. You could only pick 
one. Then last but not least was 
President. The candidates were Crystal 
Montanez-Rodriguez and Gabi Neylon. 
After the assembly was over later on 
in the afternoon at the beginning of 
Fun Friday the winners were 
announced. The winners for the new 
student council are Gabi Neylon for 
President, Ameia Walker for Vice 
President,  Jon Hawkins for Treasurer, 
Sylvia Reyes for Secretary, and Joey 
Watson, Valery Roldan, Jet Berry, and 
Lincoln Gotz for Athletic Commissioner.

Original artwork by Colts Chronicle staff artists.
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Student Elections
Pictures by Daniela Garibo and Sydney Ryon

 

Q: What was the Wizards favorite 
Beach Boys Song?
A: Help Me Wand-A!

Q: What did the wizard order at the 
hotel?
A: Broom Service!

Q: What do you call a wizard who lies 
on the floor?
A: Matt!

Q: Why do cats prefer wizards to 
witches?
A: Because the sorcerers often have 
milk in them!

Q: How do wizards fly around from 
place to place?
A: The turn into flying sorcerers!

Q: If a wizard was knocked out by 
Dracula in a fight what would he be?
A: Out for the count!

Q: What do you get if you cross a 
wizard with a dinosaur?
A: Tyrannosaurus hex!

Q: What did the wizard say to his 
witch girlfriend?
A: Hello gore-juice!

Q: Why did the wizard have road-rage 
while on his broom?
A: He flew off the handle:

Q: What sits in a wizard’s garden and 
shivers?
A: A nervous rake!

Q: Why did the evil wizard put poison 
in his teacher’s Frosted Drakes?
A: He’s a cereal killer!
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Boosters Update
by Lillian Marschall

The Boosters called their meeting at 
5:32pm in the library on October 3.  There 
were at least seven parents and two 
teachers there to talk about how to 
support our school.  They reviewed the 
treasury report and prior meeting minutes. 
President LaTrease Walker spoke about 
how no one from Jazzercise is able to 
come early in the morning to do exercise 
with us. Boosters is currently working on 
finding alternative morning exercise 
options. They talked about Back-to-School 
night and said it was a good event, but 
they had hoped more people were going 
to come. They also talked about upcoming 
events for Boosters like the Monster Mash 
in Coyote Valley on Oct 19. A Krispy Kreme 
donuts fundraiser will be either November 
or December. Silent Auction will be in 
March. Boosters is brewing the plans for 
this year's Halloween Carnival on October 
31 during school hours. More is coming 
soon!

Note: Families can learn more about Boosters by 
coming to meetings or going to the Minnie 
Cannon Boosters Facebook page.

Meet the Staff
We will be running an on-going 

special feature where we put the 
spotlight on newspaper staff who 
have been interviewed by their fellow 
staff members.

Phoebe Jessen
by Alyssa Judson

On October 1, 2018 I interviewed 
Phoebe Jessen in Ms.Huggins’ class. I 
interviewed Phoebe about herself.  
The reason I interviewed Phoebe is 
because we are in the newspaper 
group together and we are trying to 
get to know each other. 

    When I interviewed her I asked, ”Are 
you good at writing?” She said “yes.” 
The second question I asked her is, 
”What do you like to write?” She said 
“anything.” The third question I asked 
her is, ”When is your birthday?” She 
said “July 2.” The last question I asked 
her is, ”Do you have any brothers or 
sisters?” She said, “yes I have one 
brother.”

    I really liked interviewing Phoebe 
because it was good getting to know 
her. Phoebe has so many nice things 
to say about herself. “You should get 
to know people while you can, but if 
you don’t you will never know 
anything about them.” 
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Spirit Week
by Cambria Salmina and Alyssa Judson

Spirit Week is one of the most fun 
weeks we have all school year. On 
Monday we have Pajama Day. On 
Tuesday it is Throwback Tuesday. On 
Wednesday it is Halloween so we are 
wearing our costumes to school. On 
Thursday there is no school because it is 
the day after Halloween, but the 
teachers will be working. On Friday it is 
Spirit Day where we wear our school 
colors which are blue and white. You can 
also wear Middletown team colors which 
are purple and yellow.  Show your spirit 
this week.

Spirit Tallies
by Kailey Snell

Spirit Tallies is when we all wear 
blue and white to show our school 
spirit on Fridays. The class that wears 
the most blue wins. The winning class 
gets to keep the Spirit Stick for the 
week. The students want it, but maybe 
the teachers want it even more. Ms. 
Huggins is not happy when she loses 
and when she wins she is super 
happy. Either way it is fun to do on 
Friday. First grade won 1st place for 
two weeks. The 1st grade teacher Mrs. 
Hie said that she was very happy to 
win two weeks in a row. Now we will 
have to see which class wins this 
Friday... and the winner is Ms. Huggins 
and her second grade class! Who’s 
next?

Friday the 13th
by Lalia Brown

    Friday the thirteenth is considered an 
unlucky day in the west. The day occurs 
only on a thirteenth and on a Friday. This 
usually only happens once a year, but 
last year it happened twice. Supposedly 
13 is considered an unlucky number. This 
is why it is is unlucky to have 13 guests at 
a dinner party or how most buildings 
don’t have a thirteenth floor and couples 
don't get married on the thirteenth. Even 
though this day is considered unlucky it 
has also proven to be lucky as well. 
Maybe you make your own luck.
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Student of the Month Assembly 
by Raelyn Stanton

On October 7, 2018 in the cafeteria, we had an assembly. All of the teachers 
were there and all of the kids were there so that students could get Student of the 
Month awards. 

     First everyone danced to ‘The Monster Mash’ then we all sat back down.Then 
they gave out trophies to the best AR readers of the month.Then some people 
wrapped the student council with toilet paper like a mummy. The best wrapped 
person would get two toys. Jett won the two toys because people clapped for him 
the most.

     In kindergarten they gave student of the month to Isaac Hurtado and Stella 
Brand. In first grade they gave student of the month to Ktera Gotz and Mabelynn 
Thompson. In second grand they gave student of the month to Cameron Dymer, 
Anselmo Perales-Negrete, and Dior Payne. In third grade they gave student of the 
month to Jett Berry and Lincoln Gotz. In fourth grade they gave student of the 
month to Valeria Montoya. In fifth grade they gave student of the month to Jon 
Hawkins and Kate Avina. In sixth grade they gave student of the month to Arlette 
Herandez-Quevedo. Congratulations to all.

Note: We also had a Student of the Month assembly in September. You can find the names of the winners listed in the 
Minnie Cannon Chronicle published by Lisa Corsetti.



The Middletown JV Colts 
vs the Kelseyville JV 
Chiefs  
by Jon Hawkins 

On October 6, 2018 the Colts 
went to the Chiefs’ home field. The 
Chiefs kicked off. The Colts got 15 
yards. The first play was a pass, but it 
was incomplete then they ran. The 
next thing you know it's touchdown 
Colts! Then the Colts kickoff and the 
Chiefs made a small gain, but the 
Colts defense stopped them. They ran 
the ball and got some yards. The 
Colts defense stopped them and got 
the ball. They made some runs and 
got a touchdown then for the extra 
point they did a pass and the receiver 
missed but his teammate  behind 
him caught  it. Then that made it 14 to 
0. In the end it was 41 to 0.

Colts Sports
Cheerleading Article

by Cambria Salmina and Alyssa Judson

In cheer you learn lots of things. 
You learn things like halftime dances, 
different kinds of cheer jumps, and 
different kind of cheer stunts. We had 
a game on Saturday October 13, 2018 
against the Cardinals. We won 
thankfully. The kind of halftime dance 
we did was hip-hop. The song was a 
mashup of different kinds of fast 
songs. The type of stunts we did were 
prep-cradles. The flyers were Lilly 
Wood and Ameia Walker. The 4 bases 
were Leah, Mya, Kailyn, Evelyn, and 
Cambria. The 2 backspots were Carly 
and Chloe. The dance actually came 
out really good and looked great. This 
year the coaches are Stephanie 
Johnson and Ashley Karp. It’s going to 
be a great cheerleading year.
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2018 Peewee
Middletown Colts vs Kelseyville Chiefs

By Jay Jensen and Joey Watson

This article is about the October 6th peewee Colts vs the Kelseyville Chiefs. It was 
undefeated vs undefeated. Colts got the ball first. The Colts did not score and the Chiefs got a 
touchdown. The first quarter was almost done and the Colts got a touchdown. The Chiefs did 
get the extra point. It was 7-6 the Chiefs were up. Nobody scored in the 2nd quarter. It was 6-7 
the Colts missed the extra point. Nobody scored again until the 4th quarter Chiefs were up. the 
Chiefs threw a interception The Colts did not score. When the Chiefs got the ball they got a 
touchdown and the extra point. It was 14-6. When the Colts got the ball they threw a 
interception a couple plays later. Nobody else scored the Chiefs just ran the Clock out and in 
the end the score was 14-6. And the Chiefs won.



Colts Sports

Soccer
By Diana Montes and Kate Avina

This is the article about soccer.  In this article we are going to tell you a few things about the 
players, rules,  plays, and position.  I hope that you enjoy this great soccer article. We are going to  
interview a soccer player from a Middletown soccer team.  We asked a few questions about her 
soccer life and a little bit about herself.

We interviewed Karina Lopez.  Karina plays as a defender in soccer and that is also her 
favorite position, because she is used to it.  Karina also considers herself as a good player on the 
team.  Her team's name is the Red Panthers and their jerseys are red.  Karina has been playing for 
3 years and is wanting to be a professional soccer player when she grows up.  Soccer is her 
favorite sport so far.  She is also a backup for other positions like half back.  Karina's team is a 
boy-girl team, but mostly a boy team.   

 Rules of the game are important in soccer. The most important thing in soccer is to be 
safe.  One thing is that is  important is to wear the proper gear and shoes. You have to be 
respectful in the game and listen to the calls of the referee.  In the game you cannot wear jewelry 
because it can hurt and damage your skin.  Also if you are a referee we will tell you a few rules to 
be a referee.  One of the things is you have to check your players and make sure they are safe.  
Also you have to make sure the field is in a good shape to be played on. If you are referee you 
have to check the goals and make sure they are tied up and not loose.

   This paragraph is about the plays and position in soccer.  In soccer there is a play that is 
called the triangle play. You play it with three people in a triangle position. Then one person has 
the ball and passes it to one of the players in a triangle.  In soccer there are four positions on the 
field.  One of them are called forward, you stay up and are ready to receive the pass. There is also 
half back, and you get to go anywhere in the field to get the ball. Second to last thing is defender 
and you stay back and defend the goal area.  Lastly is the goalie and he or she is supposed to 
block any balls that come in.

Soccer is a great game that is popular throughout the world. Support your local team by 
going to watch a game. Maybe you can cheer on Karina as she plays. That is soccer for today. We 
hope you enjoyed this article.
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Fortnite
by Daniela Garibo

Fortnite is a game that has been around for a while, but it is still super 
popular. New seasons come out every once and people are still excited about it. 
Something that is new about  it is season 6.  They have useful tools to guide you 
through the game. There are 100 people playing in the game  so you have to try 
not to die out of the 100 people. There is a new thing where if you have a new 
Samsung you can get a character and the character is worth almost the same 
amount as the phone is.  There are also lots of characters. You can get female 
characters and male characters that are dressed in different outfits.  There are 
also dances you can do while you are in the lobby. There is the Orange Justice 
and the Floss and other dances.  That might be why you see so many kids doing 
the Floss on campus. The lobby is a place where you wait and you can find tools 
there, but when you get on the bus and you jump off with a parachute you will 
not have the tools you got back in the lobby.  Then when you start playing there 
is a map you look to see where you want to land like retail row. There are some of 
the new things about Fortnite. Write to us at the Colts Chronicle and tell us if you 
play Fortnite. Maybe you can give us your opinion or give us some tips. You can 
give your letter to your teacher and she can put it in our mailbox.
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G a l l e r y

Mrs. Vargas tasting a 
chip-flavored cricket 
during Summer School.

Cricket-tasting in the 
district office this 
summer.
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during Summer School.
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G a l l e r y
Mrs. Vargas tasting a 
chip-flavored cricket 
during Summer School.

Music with Ms. Radford
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G a l l e r y

Kinder SoM

Crystal Montanez-Rodriguez and 
Sydney Ryon at an assembly.

1st grade SoM

2nd grade SoM
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G a l l e r y
Mrs. Vargas tasting a 
chip-flavored cricket 
during Summer School.

Music with Ms. Radford
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G a l l e r y

3rd grade SoM

Cricket-tasting in the 
district office this 
summer.

4th  grade SoM
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G a l l e r y
She had bad blood.
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G a l l e r y

Minnie Cannon Staff Member of the Month at the MUSD Board Meeting

Minnie Cannon Student of the Month at the MUSD Board Meeting
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G a l l e r y

Students talking about bullying versus tattling at an assembly.

Bunny Hop and Conga during Morning Exercise on the blacktop.
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G a l l e r y

Minnie Cannon Colts are always safe, respectful, and responsible during assemblies..

Cricket-tasting in the 
district office this 
summer.
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Colts Chronicle Staff
 
Brandy Fischer & Sharon 
Huggins, Advisors & 
Publishers

Leadership Team: Daniela 
Garibo, Sydney Ryon,and 
Gabi Neylon
 

  

Alyssa Judson

Angel Pacheco

Cambria Salmina

Crystal Montanez-Rodriguez

Daniela Garibo

Diana Montes

Elizabeth Eddings

Gabriella Neylon

Jack Etheridge

Jay Jensen

Jon Hawkins

Jose Martinez

Joseph Watson

Kailey Snell

Kate Avina

Kayden Menzio

Lalia Brown

Lillian Marschall

We invite everyone at Minnie Cannon to 
submit letters, poetry, artwork, and story 
ideas to the Colts Chronicle staff. We 
hope you enjoy our publication. Thanks 
for reading.

Phoebe Jessen

Raelyn Stanton

Sean Pierson

Sydney Ryon

Sylvia Reyes

Taluelah Madrid


